321Soft Data Recovery for Mac
Most complete solution for your data recovery needs!
Whether you are a business executive, a computer
technician, or a home user, there are many ways
for important data to be lost or corrupted. Now
there is one simple way to restore it with 321Soft
Data Recovery for Mac.
This software is one of the leading do-it-yourself
tools for recovering lost, deleted or inaccessible
files from hard drive and all types of removable
media. A simple, fully automated wizard interface
and hundreds of supported file types make
321Soft Data Recovery for Mac a useful and
cost-effective option for retrieving lost data.

Causes of data loss or corruption:

■ Accidental file deletion
■ Computer viruses or worms
■ Damage due to a power failure or surge
■ Software program failures
■ Partitioning or boot-up problems
■ Corrupt or missing critical file system
structures
■ Drives that have been fdisked or
formatted
■ Application crash
■ System shutdown.
■ Hard disk or media failuree

321Soft Data Recovery Features and Advantages:
Award-winning data recovery software, works when
other utilities have failed.
Recovers all types of files.
Supports RAW recovery.
Supports Hardware RAID and Software RAID
recovery.
Supports email recovery.
Supports recover RAW images and HD video.
Deleted or lost partition recovery
Formatted drive and Reformated partition recovery.
Supports recover from damaged sector.
Recovers from unbootable drive
Recovers from damaged drives.
Supports forensic feature, for forensic investigations
or security investigations.
Supports reconstruct lost RAIDs!
Scan and find boot sectors and other file system
components.
Supports batch recovery and selective recovery.
Preview files before recovery.

Works if the drive fails to mount or only
partially operates.
Supports CD/DVD recovery and Linux
(EXT2/3) Recovery.
Supports SATA/IDE/SCSI
Flexible Control, Users can start, stop, and
pause recovery process by simpy clicking the
mouse.
Clone a drive that is about to physically fail
and do the recovery from the clone.
Securely and permanently deletes data
The sort function will sort the files and
folders by either name or size.
The Search function will allow your to
search the list of found files and folders by
name or file extension.
Self-Monitoring Analysis and Reporting
Technology.
Leaves the original drive untouched to
preserve data.
An easy to use wizard driven interface
Supports multiple languages.
Safe and read-only data recovery software,
no write operation performed.
Data protection through standard
write system API, which minimizes the
chance of disk corruption

Equipped with an enhanced set of recovery tools, including:
Hex Viewer
Bad Block/Block Usage Diagnostics
Create Image Backup
Data Wipe
SMART
Copy Disk

Supports Data Recovery From :
Deleted, lost, corrupted, formatted partitions and
from crashed drives .... almost anything!

Supported Devices:
Hard drive, External Hard drive, SSD,USB flash drive,
Optical drives, Mobile devices, Digital Camera, iPod
(Nano, Classic, Shuffle) , Memory Sticks, Secured Digital
Card (SD Card), XD Picture Card, Compact Flash Card (CF
Card), Multi Media Card (MMC Card), Microdrives,
SmartMedia, MP3/MP4 Player, and more

System Requirements:
Supported OS:
Mac OS X 10.9 (Mavericks),
10.8(Mountain Lion), 10.7, 10.6, or
10.5, 10.4
Mac OS X 10.9 Mavericks compatible
PPC or Intel Mac
running at 600MHz or Faster.

File System supported:
FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, exFAT, HFS,
HFS+, HFSX, HFS wrapper,
NTFS, NTFS 5, and Ext2/3

Contact US
For More Information, Please send email to
market@321soft.com, our support team will
answer you within 24 hours.

Official Website:
http://www.321soft.com

